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Most standard lifts and tilters incorporate Southworth’s own single acting hydraulic cylinders.  
Hundreds of thousands of these cylinders are now in use and have been providing dependable, 

trouble free service since their original introduction in the 1950’s.  A time proven, job proven 
component that is at the heart of good machine design. 

 
These unique hydraulic cylinders, specifically designed and manufactured by Southworth for lift and 

tilter applications, offer a number of advantages over less expensive, off-the-shelf, purchased 
cylinders used by many competitors.  

 
The following features are behind every Southworth cylinder: 

 
 True axial loading-inline, rod eye    Load is carried straight through the cylinder which 

            and trunion mounting >>>>   eliminates bending stresses which reduces wear and 
improves seal and bearing life 

 
 Exclusive vent side return to tank  >>>> The rod bearing is fitted with a vent tube which is 

plumbed back to tank. It diminishes the oily mess on the 
floor and eliminates airborne dirt from entering the cylinder 
interior on the return stroke 

 
 Machine fixtured and welded lower  No screw-on, bolt-on shortcuts to create a solid, 

            end cap and trunion assembly >>>> one-piece barrel assembly 
 

 Precision honed, seamless tubing >>>> Finely honed and closely held inside diameter of the 
cylinder tube insures long, leakage free seal life 

 
 Solid alloy turned, ground, polished This insures smooth, chatter-free cylinder stroke and 

            and hard chromed rod >>>>                       provides for clean wipeage at the rod wiper 
 

 Unique UHMW rod bearing >>>>  This high performance material, designed for  
industrial bearing applications, combines strength, a 
resistance to wear and very low friction properties to 
enhance long life and chatter-free cylinder performance  

 
 Oversized piston wear ring >>>>  This composite ring prevents the piston from  

contacting the honed finish of the barrel thus promoting 
long seal life 
 

 Proof tested >>>>     Every cylinder is load tested as part of Southworth’s quality 
assurance program  
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